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                            Question Bank for practice 

Class-7   Sub- English(Third language) 

Skill --Listening 

Q1 –Listen and tell the gist of heard matter 

A)Once a king was riding through a village .He saw Kondiba was digging a hole. 
He asked kondiba “what are you doing ?’ 
Kondiba says “I am planting a tree. 

King :“What’s this tree is? 

Kondiba “It’s a mango tree.” 

King :”When it will bear fruit ?” 

Kondiba :”After many years .” 

King:”Kondiba, you look so old. What use is this tree to you, then? 

Kondiba:”o King I am not planting this tree for myself.I am planting tit for others .After many years ,other 

people will come here .They will sit in the shade of this tree .They will get the mangoes . 

King :”Kondiba you are such a kind man. You have tought me a lesson.Now I will also work for others.”  

 

B) The Sun and the wind were friends. But the Wind was naughty.He blew and he tossed and he rushed 

through trees and gardens and houses .He scattered things here and there .He teased the Sun , 

”See what I can do .I am stronger than you.” 

“I don’t think so ,”said the Sun . 

“Yes ,I am !” 

“No ,you are not.” 
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“Yes,I say ,yes!” said the wind. 

 

C) In a grove of mango trees, there was one little babul tree .The little tree was pretty, but it was not 

happy. one day it said, ”I do wish I had big leaves! all the other trees have big leaves. My thorns are sharp 

and stiff. Children do not like .”So I want to change . 

D)I am earth .I am a planet in the solar system .I am the third planet from the sun .i spin around myself all 

the time .at the same time ,I go round the sun . I take one year to go round the sun .Much of my surface is 

covered with water .If you look at me from the space ,I appear blue in colour .That is why ,some people 

call me the blue planet. There is an envelope of air around me .Today, I am the only home of plants, 

animals and human beings. 

E) We all need money to buy things and to pay people who work for us .Today , we see money in the form 

of coins and notes. But long , long  ago ,people did not use coins and notes. They exchanged one thing for 

another. This was known as “barter”. It may seem unbelievable, but long ago people even used special 

stones as money ! Imagine how difficult it must have been to carry this money ! 

F)Once , a rich merchant was scolding his lazy son , “I gave you so much money to start a business and yet 

you have not earned anything ! Look at the dead mouse. A capable man can start a business even with 

some thing as useless as this !” 

G) Somadatta   who was poor orphan boy heard his words. He went in and requested the merchant 

,”Please lend me this mouse as a capital and  I will try my luck.” 

H)The Arctic tern is a seabird .The bird has a clear piping call it feeds on fish .It feeds on fish .It catches the 

fish by diving into the sea or lagoon . 

                                            It has bluish grey, black and white feathers, red feet and red bill .Looking at an 

Arctic tern ,you might think it is an ordinary bird .There is nothing special or spectacular about it’s 

appearance. But this ordinary bird looking bird is the greatest traveler among all birds and animals. 

 

I)  The Dead Sea is actually a huge lake or inland sea in the Jordan Valley on the Israel –Jordan border. The 

lake or sea is extremely salty- five times salty as the other ocean in the world .Nothing can survive in this 

salty lake , except some micro-organisms. No plants or animals grow in it or can live in it –hence the 

strange name ,”Dead Sea !” 

 

  Q. 2– Listen the news and answer the question . 

                                                News items  



              (Teacher can give different news items for practice.) 

       

                                                           TWELVE FISHERMEN MISSING 

Sagarole, Monday (15th)Twelve fishermen are said to be missing from the coast of Pankot since Monday 

.Heavy rains and storms were predicted for the whole of last week. Repeated warnings were given on 

radio, TV and newspapers. However, these   fishermen had ventured into the sea for fishing early Friday 

morning .Nothing has been learnt about the four boats or the twelve fishermen since then. Coastguards 

in the area have been alerted and a search  has been undertaken . 

Q –From where the fishermen were missing   ? 

Q-How long are the fishermen missing   ? 

Q–Can you guess what warnings were given   ? 

Q–How many fishermen were missing  ? 

Q- Name the place from where the news is being publish? 

  Q-3    Listen the stanza and answer the question.              

                                                 STANZA 

( teacher can use different stanzas for practice) 

Cuckoo,cuckoo 
What do you do ? 

In April 
I open my bill; 

In May 
I sing all day ; 

In June 
I change my tune; 

In July 
Away I fly; 
In August 

Go ,go I must 
Q– What does the cuckoo do in the month of April? 

Q-When the cuckoo sing all day long ? 

Q –When cuckoo change her tune? 

Q –What does the cuckoo do in the month of august. 



 

 

   Q.4   Respond to the Wh question  

1) What is your name /full name /surname /mothers /fathers/grand fathers/grandmothers/teachers 

name ? etc… 

2) What is your favourite  fruit/bird /animal/drink/subject/dish/tv serial/cartoon show? etc… 

3) Who is your favourite actor/singer/dancer/national hero/sport person/anchor /leader? etc… 

4) How many brothers /sister you have? 

5) How many books /notebooks/story books/science book /history 

books/pens/pencils/rulers/dresses?etc…  

6) What’s the timing of your school ? 

7) Where are you going ? 

8) Where are you coming from? 

9) Where is your school bag /water bottle/ shoes /ball/cricket bat/football? etc 

10)How is your father/mother/teacher/grandmother/grandfather/brother/sister?etc… 

11)How you celebrate diwali /holi/christ mas/pola/gudhipadwa /ganesh festival/navratri/eid?etc.. 

12)When is your bus/train/school?etc… 

13)When  do you get up in the morning/when do you go to sleep /when do you go to play/when do 

you do your homework ?etc… 

14)What is your birth date/your sisters/your brothers/fathers/mothers/friends?etc... 

15)Which dress you like most(by giving options) drink/book/colour/fruit juice/vegetales? Etc  

Q-5   –Listen and repeat. 

Teacher reads and sing the different poems and ask the students to sing  it  

For e.g  . –The more we get together, 

Together, together 

The more we get together, 

The happier we’ll be 

 

Q-  6—Teacher reads the different dialogues and ask the students to listen it carefully and answer the 

questions  . 

For e.g. Mama : Please give us two full glasses .And don’t put ice in  



                            the juice .    

               Bunty : But ,Mama ,I want some ice in my juice. 

              Mama: OK,put just a little ice in each glass. 

 

Q –What Bunty wants in juice? 

Q –What Mama ask to the juice maker ? 

Q –Name the characters in the dialogue . 

Q-  The dialogue is about what ? 

Q-  7 :Listen and understand the given matter. Teacher can give such type of passages and practice it by 

using another passages  .(Teacher can use different passages for more practice) 

For E.g-     The Arctic tern is a seabird .The bird has a clear piping call it feeds on fish .It feeds on fish .It 

catches the fish by diving into the sea or lagoon . 

 It has bluish grey, black and white feathers, red feet and red bill .Looking at an Arctic tern ,you might 

think it is an ordinary bird .There is nothing special or spectacular about it’s appearance. But this ordinary 

bird looking bird is the greatest traveler among all birds and animals. 

Q- What is Arctic tern? 

Q –What is the food of Arctic tern ? 

Q –How the Arctic tern catches  the fish ? 

Q –How the Arctic tern look like? 

Q –What is the  name given to Arctic tern ? 

Q. 8   --Listen and understand the news.(Teacher can use different news for more practice ) 

Teacher can give different types news to check their understanding. 

For e.g. Sugar prices have reached an all –time high in Mumbai markets. The sugarcane crop has suffered 

great damage due to floods in the “sugar belt”.”Prices would come down only when the government 

takes some steps,  ”say sugar merchants. 

Q -Why the sugarcane crop has suffer great damage? 



Q- When the sugarcane prices would come down according to sugar merchants? 

 

Q- 9  -Listen the words and write it .(teacher can give different words to the students foe practice) 

For e.g.  

Beautiful        feather     hundred   pearl   monkey   clever   bright 

Black               little          crunchy      tasty       round   green   golden  

Wheel            change      bread         flowers     garden   stomach wrong              friend       shopkeeper   

house     drink     cricket 

Colour             quick         plants            river       brother      woods 

Tree                    night      family            ground       swing      bench   

Blackboard         push        hammer     minister     noise   teacher     

Tailor                  computer        measure      servant   please    father 

Watch            instrument        draws      water      music    uncle  different            walk              touch        

sunshine   dear   bring  

Wash                imagine         cloth       first       study        scientist    

Work                  stains       sugarcane    enjoy          understand     

Q .10—Listen and write the numbers and write  in words.(Teacher can give different numbers for 

practice) 

For e.g. 

1)85     2)65    3)89    4)35   5)98      7)163    8)253   9)463   10)563 

11)635  12)754  13)569  14)865  15)998   16)789  17)786    18)986 

19)1265    20)2568   21)3365   22)6359   23)5896   24)8856  25)9685 

26)11231  27)25111   28)12465  29)53961   30)30265  

Q .11  Listen the dates  and write the  in words .  (Teacher can give different dates to write .)  

For e.g. Eleventh February Two thousand eleven 



1)11/02/2011                                      2)05/05/2015 

3)22/03/2017                                      4)03/03/2017 

5)15/12/2018                                      6)12/06/2014 

 

Q. 12 Listen the words and make the phrases from given words. 

(Teacher can give  such bunch of words and ask the students to make meaningful phrases.) 

For e.g.a tall boy, a short tree, a ripe mango  

Tall          short    little      tasty      ripe       mango       black        chili     stone     small      
old        dirty   fat  
Raw        white      mouse      rabbit          cold       yellow      hard         wall      sweet       
biscuit     parrot     pink     pillow      juicy     fish          tea          man     new  ribbon 
Green      nice     house    umbrella    tree       nose     red  golden     apple     ice     cold    
orange    van       violet  flower      socks    soft      star         round  blue 

 

Q-13     Listen carefully & differentiate the given words in columns. 

(Teacher can give different words ) 

(For e.g.—king ,page, boxes ,fabric ,girls ,houses ,minister, city , stories, inns country, queen, leaf 

,biscuit ,tree ,apple, birds, cock, dogs, car, bats, dream, trains, paws, kids) 

 

                             one                 many 

  

   

 

 



 

 Q.14 -- Listen carefully and write the words in proper columns.(Teacher can  repeat the activity by 

giving different words) 

(For e.g.---show ,jump ,climb, cow, rabbit ,doctor, fast 

,palace,office,school,smile,soft,teacher,nice,peanut,tiger,lion,box,bag, hospital, water bottle) 

  Action  Thing, animal, person ,place 

show teacher 

 

Q.15 Listen write the related words on given topics . 

For e.g. 

Family –mother, father, daughter……… 

1) Sky—                                                11)TV 

2) Hospital                                            12)art 

3) School                                                13)studies 

4) Plant                                                  14)village life 

5) Nature                                                15)clothes 

6) Machine                                            16)sports and games  

7) Travel                                                  17)water 

8) Garden                                                18)money/marketing   

9) Home                                                    19)office 

10)City life                                           20)forest 

 Q.16 –Listen and find  the objects for different actions—(Teacher can use different action words for 

more practice ) 

For e. g. 



1)wash    2)clean   3)break    4)play     5)repair 

 6)throw    7)  catch   8)fold     9)fill       10) climb   

11)make    12)polish     13)pour     14)sharpen  15)open 

Q.17 Listen and  put the following words in alphabetical order  . (teacher can use another kinds of 

words for more practice  like names of the students, body parts ) 

For e.g.  Amravati, Bhandara , Mumbai, Nagpur, Akola  ,Chandrapur, Gadchiroli, Buldhana, Yavatmal, 

Wardha,etc….. 

Q.18  Listen the given words put them in proper table.(teacher can use different words for more 

practice) 

For e.g. lion ,cow,camel,father,helpers,raghav,umbrella,field,time ,sweet,sour,water,friends,love 

,treat ……) 

People 

Animals 

Places 

Things we can feel,see,etc 

Things we cannot touch,see etc  

 

Q.19   Listen and write the sentences.(teacher can give sentences to students for more practice.) 

For e.g. 

1)I love children. 

2)Can I have cold carrot juice please? 

3)Then she met a king. 

4)Manisha is hungry . 

5)We went to his house. 

6)She wants to learn karate. 

7)Father and mother went away . 

8)Please tell me your name and address 

9)The turtle laugh and swam away merrily. 



10)All that noise disturbed the minister. 

11)Each bowl has some water in it . 

12)There was lovely garden around the cottage. 

13)He washed the handkerchief. 

14)The young man wanted to go to school and then college. 

15)The rich merchant was greatly surprised. 

Q. 20  Listen the paragraph and write down .(teacher can use different paras for practice ) 

For e.g. 

      I never laugh at my young friends .Here is a  package to help you reach the stars and beyond. But 

give me your word of honour that you will always love and respect nature. 

Q.21 Listen the announcement carefully and answer the questions.(teacher can use such type of 

announcement for practice) 

“passengers are requested to be aware of pick-pocketers and to look after all their valuable things and 

luggage by themselves .” 

1)Name the place of announcement. 

2)What is the content of the announcement? 

******************************************************** 

 

                                                                             Reading   skill 

Q.1     Read the given words aloud.(teacher can use different words for more practice) 

1)without   2)called  3)gardener  4)found  5)operation  6)yesterday  

7)evening 8)surprise  9)crazy  10)mountains  11)darkness 12)mango  13)spring  14)bacteria  15)repairs   

16)properly  17)favourite  18)behind  19)carpenter 20)scissors  21)explain  22)computer 23)design 

24)stranger 25)spacecraft  

 Q. 2   Read the sentences aloud .. 

1) I appear in blue colour. 

2) This man was no ordinary man . 



3) This great scientist died in 1943. 

4) You must use your money carefully. 

5) This  corner of the temple was nearly always dark . 

6) He carved beautiful figures and designs in stone. 

7) Don’t leave things to be done at the last minute. 

8) A treat is something special that one enjoys. 

9) They both began to argue about who was greater. 

10) He was always polite to his customers. 

Q.3   Read the phrases …(teacher can use different phrases also ) 

1) a flight of birds 

2) a flock of geese  

3) a flock of sheep  

4) a grove of trees  

5)a group of bees  

6)a team of players 

7)a crowd  of people  

8) a bundle of cloth 

9)a bunch of keys  

10)a bunch of grape  etc…. 

Q. 4 Make a meaningful sentences from given boxes by using each word from each box ..(Teacher 

can use different tables like this ) 

     Read                        write  
 
 
   Speak                   Repeat   
 
 
     Listen                  Copy  

carefully      quietly        softly  
 
 
neatly       aloud     a little louder 
  
 
from the blackboard     silently  
 
  
the words     quickly    the poem 
 



 
 

 

Q.5 Find the words from the bracket  and complete the table .  

(Teacher can use different  letters) 

For e.g. 

Categories 
First letter 

Something we eat 
or drink  

An animal A  thing An action 

A Apple   axe Acting  

B     

C     

D     

E     

 

 

   Q.6   Read and make a list of English words that you used in Marathi. 

For e.g.  computer, table ,television  etc…. 

Q.7   Read and choose words from each boxes to make meaningful sentences. 

     I  all the time study 

 We  always Play cricket 

You usually watch TV 

They 
 

often eat sweets 

Friends many times visit my uncle 

Our  sometimes  

neighbour never have fights 

My 
 

 go swimming 

 

Q.8 Read carefully and  Find a smaller word from given word.(teacher can use different words) 

For e.g. 



 handkerchief ---hand-----chief 

butterfly -----     butter ----fly   

 

Q.9 Read and change one word at a time and make a new sentence. 

(Teacher can use different words.) 

For e.g. 

Seema is beautiful girl.    

Seema is clever girl. 

Ritesh sells a book. 

 Ritesh buys a book. 

Q. 10 Read and add meaningful word to make meaningful sentences. 

For e.g. 

There is a hut. 

There is a small hut . 

There is a small beautiful hut . 

Q.11  Read the given words and use in your own sentences.(Teacher can use different words). 

For e.g. 

1) water – I like to swim in cold water. 

2) mango -- 

3) house -- 

4) umbrella— 

5) fisherman--- 

Q.12 Read both given words and use them in one sentence. (Teacher can use another words) 

1) fish ,beautiful 2) monkey, chatter 3)fish ,bowl  



4) doctor ,hospital  5) teacher ,school 6)sparrow ,forest  etc.. 

Q.13- Read the numbers and use it in your own sentences. 

For   e.g.   

1)12 :- There are twelve months in a year. 

1)21   2)56   3)32   4)32  5)56  6)72   7)95  8)102 9)111 10)89 etc…. 

Q.14   Read and translate given sentences into your mother tongue.. 

For e.g.  

1)He is my best friend. 

2)She comes out of the shop.  Etc.. 

Q.15 Read and use the given phrases in your own sentences. 

For e.g. 

1) long long ago 

2) day before yesterday  

3) a little while ago  

4) last week 

5) many days ago   

6) just now 

7) after a while  

8) day after tomorrow  

9) next week  

10)after many days  etc .. 

Q.16   Make a chain of words .(teacher can use the chain of related words ,or opposite words) 

For e.g. 

Garden---near---rain----nest---try-----yawn---etc…. 



Q.17   Read  carefully and complete the dialogue      

(Teacher can give different dialogues for more practice) 

1)  A:   Do you know , 

        where is class seven ? 

B:     Oh ! Yes  

        Go ---------------------- 

2)A :   Excuse me 

            Can you tell me ?this address. 

   B:     Oh ,sorry  

            -------------------------------- 

3) A: Good evening ,Sir I want to  

        ------------------------------------ 

        ------------------------------------ 

B:     ------------------------------------ 

         ----------------------------------- 

A:       Oh, I see. Thank you for  

           telling me .       

4)    A : can you say who ---------- 

              -----------------------------------  

               ---------------------------------- 

       B : Umm, I don’t know for sure. 

              Perhaps----------------------------- 

               ---------------------------------------- 

             ------------------------------------------      etc …. 

 

Q. 18   Use number and word combination and form the  phrase… 

       Foe e.g. 



    5   + fingers = five fingers 

    5  +  green chilies =five green chilies  

  999 + star =nine hundred and ninety nine star  

999  +seeds = nine hundred and ninety nine seeds etc…. 

 

Q.19   Read the sentences and tell me noun and pronoun and verb from the sentences.  

1) Once a man and a lion got talking. 

2) Mumbai is a metro city . 

3) Rahul is absent in the school today because he is not feeling wel  

     4)Ram is eating mango .  etc….. 

Q. 20 Make the list of action words and use them in your sentences. 

For e.g. 

1)Dance—The peacock is dancing. 

2) cook – Mother is cooking the dinner.etc… 

Q.21 Guess the meaning of the word from given para.(Teacher can use different paras for more practice) 

a)  Grate a couple of medium sized beetroots and soak them in a little water .After a while ,you will 

get a beautiful dark pink-red colour. Add it to a bucketful of water .  

Guess the meaning 

1)pair— 

2)mix— 

 

b)Eco-friendly means not harmful to the environment .When something is eco-friendly ,it is good for 

earth ,for human beings and all other living things on earth .it is does not pollute or damage air ,water 

,soil or land. 

 

1)dangerous— 



2)decent/pretty— 

3)surrounding –  

Q.22 Read and draw 

  a) Read the instruction …. 

1) draw a semi-circle 

2) then draw the lines in it to make umbrella (on cloth part) 

3) then draw line  

4) give a shape of handle . 

 b)  

1) draw a big plus sign. 

2) draw petals on upper part of it  

3)  on the horizontal part draw two leaves on two sides 

4)  draw a point in the middle of the flower . etc….. 

c) 

1) draw a straight line of two semi. 

2) draw two small semi circle on both side on the upper part . 

3) then draw two (bigger size ) semi circle on the lower part of line  

4) draw some design on and whiskers to make it butterfly . etc… 

Qu 23   Read the map and show the way.. 

     



 

Sonu Monu are hungry so show them way to hotel . 

Q. 24 Describe the given pictures in your own words.(Teacher can   

use another pictures to describe) 

                         

  

            

Q.25  Read the announcement answer the question . 

“Attention please the final match of kho-kho is going to start within five minutes .Both the teams are 

requested to get ready on the ground within two minutes.” 

1)what is the announcement about ? 

2)Which game  is mention in the announcement ? 



3)How many teams are there ? 

4)What you think who give the call to the teams ? 

******************************************************** 


